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Abstract— We deal with energy efficient time-division multiple
access (TDMA) over fading channels with finite-rate feedback for
use in the power-limited regime. Through finite-rate feedback
from the access point, users acquire quantized channel state
information. The goal is to map channel quantization states to
adaptive modulation and coding modes and allocate optimally
time slots to users so that the total average transmit-power is
minimized. To this end, we develop a joint quantization and
resource allocation approach, which decouples the complicated
problem at hand into three minimization sub-problems and relies
on a coordinate descent approach to iteratively effect energy
efficiency. A sub-optimal yet simplified alternative algorithm
which decouples the original problem into two sub-problems is
also presented. Numerical results are presented to evaluate the
energy savings and compare the novel approaches.

Index Terms— Convex optimization, quantization, power con-
trol and energy efficiency, resource management, multiple access
channel processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

With energy efficiency emerging as a critical issue in
both commercial and tactical radios designed to extend bat-
tery lifetime, energy-efficient resource allocation has attracted
growing attention for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channels [1], [2], [3], and time division multi-access (TDMA)
fading channels [4], [5]. Resource allocation for fading chan-
nels has been studied in [6], [7] and energy-efficiency policies
for TDMA have been investigated from an information theo-
retic perspective in [8]. Assuming that both transmitters and
receivers have available perfect (P-) channel state information
(CSI), the approaches in [8] not only provide fundamental
power limits when each user can support an infinite number
of capacity-achieving codebooks, but also yield guidelines
for practical designs where users can only support a finite
number of adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) modes with
prescribed symbol error probabilities.

While the assumption of P-CSI renders analysis and design
tractable, it may not be always realistic due to possible channel
estimation errors at the receiver, feedback delay and jamming
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[9], [10]. These considerations motivate afinite-rate feedback
model, where onlyquantized(Q-) CSI is available at the
transmitter through a finite number of bits of feedback from the
receiver; see e.g., [11]. Based on the finite-rate feedback, [12]
minimized transmit-power of orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) systems. In this paper, we consider
energy efficiency issues for TDMA over fading channels with
finite-rate feedback. Availability of Q-CSI at the transmitters
entails a finite number of quantization states. These states are
indexed by the bits that the receiver feeds back to transmitters
and for each of them the resource allocation is fixed. In
this scenario, identifying each quantization state with a time
allocation and AMC mode selection per user, emerges as a
natural framework to address the Q-CSI problem. Compared
with the energy-efficient resource allocation based on finite
AMC modes developed for the P-CSI case in [8], the finite-
rate feedback case presents three noticeable differences:

d1) Q-CSI calls for designing the quantizer to determine
per user the optimal fading region and optimal fixed
transmit-power associated with each AMC mode.

d2) With finite-rate feedback, the user can not vary its
transmit-power per AMC mode (quantization state) and
consequently the BER constraints have to be explicitly
imposed.

d3) Quantization and resource allocation in the multi-user
setting are interwined.

To tackle these challenges, we need to optimize three
subsets of variables: transmit-power, quantization regions and
time allocation policies. Instead of optimizing them jointly,
we decouple the complicated problem at hand into three sub-
problems. In each sub-problem, we optimize over one subset
of variables with the other variables remaining fixed. Starting
with an initial point provided by the P-CSI solution, we
iteratively solve the decoupled sub-problems to descend the
global objective. The key finding is an iterative algorithm
converging to an energy-efficient quantization and resource
allocation solution (Section IV). A sub-optimal yet simplified
alternative algorithm which decouples the original problem
into two sub-problems is also introduced in Section V. Section
VI provides numerical results, before concluding.

II. M ODELING PRELIMINARIES

ConsiderK users linked wirelessly to an access point. The
input-output relationship in discrete time is

y(n) =
K∑

k=1

√
hk(n)xk(n) + z(n), (1)
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wherexk(n) andhk(n) are the transmitted signal and fading
process of thekth user, respectively, andz(n) denotes AWGN
with varianceσ2 = 1. As in [8], we confine ourselves to
TDMA; i.e., when xk(n) 6= 0 in (1), we havexi(n) = 0
for ∀i 6= k. We also assume that{hk(n)}K

k=1 are jointly
stationary and ergodic with continuous stationary distribu-
tion. Each channel is slowly time-varying relative to the
codeword’s length and adheres to a block flat fading model
which remains constant for a time blockT , but is allowed to
change in an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) fashion
from block to block [13, Chapter 2]. Because a frequency-
selective channel can be decomposed into a set of parallel
time-invariant Gaussian channels, our results apply readily to
frequency-selective channels as well. User transmissions to
the access point are naturally frame-based, where the frame
length is chosen equal to the block length. Given an AMC
pool containing a finite number of modes, each user can vary
its transmission rate via AMC per block [14]. Having perfect
knowledge of{hk}K

k=1, the access point assigns time fractions
to users and indicates the AMC mode indices (a.k.a. Q-CSI)
through a message (uplink map) before an uplink frame, as in
e.g., IEEE 802.16 systems [15]. Users then transmit with the
indicated AMC modes at the assigned time fractions. Finite-
rate feedback from the access point to users consists of a few
bits indexing predetermined AMC modes and time slots.

Notation: Using boldface lower-case letters to denote col-
umn vectors, we leth := [h1, . . . , hK ]T denote the joint
fading state over a block,F (h) the cumulative distribution
function (cdf) of joint fading states andEh[·] the expectation
operator over fading states. Furthermore,T denotes trans-
position, dxe the minimum integer≥ x, I{·} the indicator
function (I{x} = 1 if x is true and zero otherwise), and
[x]+ := max(x, 0).

III. R ESOURCEALLOCATION WITH FINITE AMC M ODES

AND PERFECTCSI

In this section, we review briefly the energy efficient
resource allocation scheme in [8] with finite AMC modes
and P-CSI. Besides introducing notation, this solution will be
used later to initialize our quantization and resource allocation
policies with finite-rate feedback.

We wish to minimize total power under individual average
rate constraints in a TDMA system. Given a rate allocation
policy r(·) and a time allocation policyτ (·), let τk(h) and
rk(h) denote the timefraction allocated to userk and the
corresponding transmission rate duringτk(h). Taking into
account that userk does not transmit over the remaining
1− τk(h) fraction of time, thekth user’soverall transmission
rate per block is τk(h)rk(h). Also notice that with transmit-
power pk(h) during τk(h) fraction of time in any given
block, the kth user’s overall transmit-power per block is
Pk(h) = τk(h)pk(h). Suppose that each user can support
a finite number of AMC modes. For userk ∈ [1,K], an
AMC mode corresponds to a rate-power pair(ρk,l, pk,l), l =
1, . . . ,Mk, whereMk denotes the number of AMC modes.
A pair (ρk,l, pk,l) indicates that for transmission rateρk,l

provided by thelth AMC mode, pk,l is the minimum re-
ceive-power required to maintain a prescribed BER. Although

the kth user only supportsMk AMC modes, this user can
still support through time-sharing continuous rates up to a
maximum value determined by the highest-rate AMC mode
ρk,Mk

. By settingρk,0 = 0 andpk,0 = 0 and definingγk,l :=
(pk,l−pk,l−1)/(ρk,l−ρk,l−1), we consider the followingpiece-
wise linearfunction relating transmit-power with rate as (see
also [8, Fig. 2])

Υk(rk(h)) =





pk,l−1/hk + γk,l(rk(h)− ρk,l−1)/hk,

ρk,l−1 ≤ rk(h) ≤ ρk,l, l ∈ [1,Mk];
∞, rk(h) > ρk,Mk

.
(2)

Notice that in order to support rateρk,l over a channelhk,
the required transmit-power is scaled aspk,l/hk. For practical
modulation-coding schemes withM -QAM constellations and
error-control codes,Υk(rk(h)) is guaranteed to be convex [1].

Let F denote the set of all possible rate and time al-
location policies satisfying the individual rate constraints{
Eh[τk(h)rk(h)] ≥ R̄k

}K

k=1
and

∑K
k=1 τk(h) ≤ 1, ∀h. Upon

defining r̄ := [R̄1, . . . , R̄K ]T , the power regionunder the
individual rate constraints is defined as [8]

P(r̄) =
⋃

(r(·),τ (·))∈F
PTD(r(·), τ (·)), (3)

where

PTD(r(·), τ (·)) =
{
p̄ : ∀k, P̄k ≥ Eh [τk(h)Υk(rk(h))]

}
.
(4)

It is easy to show that theK-dimensionalP(r̄) is feasible
and convex. With power cost weightsµ := [µ1, . . . , µK ]T ,
the energy-efficient resource allocation policies solve the op-
timization problem

min
p̄

µT p̄, subject to (s.t.) p̄ ∈ P(r̄). (5)

The solutionp̄ yielding the optimal rate and time allocation
is on the boundary ofP(r̄) due to its convexity. By solving
(5) for all µ ≥ 0, we determine all the boundary points, and
thus the whole power regionP(r̄).

Using Υk(x), the problem in (5) is equivalent to




minr(·),τ (·) Eh

[∑K
k=1 µkτk(h)Υk(rk(h))

]

s.t. ∀h,
∑K

k=1 τk(h) ≤ 1;
∀k, Eh [τk(h)rk(h)] ≥ R̄k.

(6)

SinceΥk(rk(h)) is a piece-wise linear function, every (rk(h),
Υk(rk(h))) pair can be achieved by time-sharing between
points (ρk,l, pk,l/hk); i.e., we can find a pair of̌l ∈ [0,Mk]
and τ̌ ∈ [0, 1] such thatrk(h) = τ̌ ρk,ľ + (1 − τ̌)ρk,ľ+1, and
Υk(rk(h)) = τ̌ pk,ľ/hk+(1−τ̌)pk,ľ+1/hk. Therefore, if we let
τ̃ (h) := {{τ̃k,l}Mk

l=0}K
k=1 collect the time fractions per AMC

mode, then finding the optimal solution for (6) is equivalent
to solving





minτ̃ (h)

∑K
k=1 Eh

[∑Mk

l=0 µk
τ̃k,l(h)

hk
pk,l

]

s.t. ∀h,
∑K

k=1 τk(h) ≤ 1;

∀k, Eh

[∑Mk

l=0 τ̃k,l(h)ρk,l

]
≥ R̄k.

(7)
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It turns out that the optimal resource allocation policies are
obtained via greedy water-filling as summarized next (c.f. [8,
Theorem 6]).
Proposition 1: If r̄ is feasible,∀h, we have the optimal solu-
tion τ̃∗k,l(h) (k ∈ [1,K], l ∈ [0,Mk]) to (7), and subsequently
the optimal allocationr∗k(h) and τ∗k (h) for (6) as follows.
Given a positiveλP∗ := [λP∗

1 , . . . , λP∗
K ]T , for each fading

stateh, let l∗k := max {l : µkγk,l/hk ≤ λP∗
k } (l∗k = 0 if no

suchl), and defineϕk(h) := µkpk,l∗k/hk − λP∗
k ρk,l∗k .

1) If the functions{ϕk(h)}K
k=1 have a single minimum

ϕi(h), i.e., if i = arg mink ϕk(h), then τ̃i,l∗i = 1
and all other τ̃k,l = 0. Consequently,

r∗i (h) = ρi,l∗i , τ∗i (h) = 1; (8)

and ∀k 6= i, k ∈ [1,K], r∗k(h) = 0 and τ∗k (h) = 0.
2) If {ϕk(h)}K

k=1 have multiple minima
{
ϕij (h)

}J

j=1
, then

τ̃ij ,l∗ij
= τ∗j with arbitrary

∑J
j=1 τ∗j = 1, and all other

τ̃k,l = 0. Consequently,

r∗ij
(h) = ρij ,l∗ij

, τ∗ij
(h) = τ∗j , (9)

and ∀k 6= ij , k ∈ [1,K], r∗k(h) = 0 and τ∗k (h) = 0.

In (8) and (9),λP∗ and{τ∗j }J
j=1 should satisfy the individual

rate constraints

Eh [τ∗k (h)r∗k(h)] = R̄k, k = 1, . . . , K. (10)

Moreover,λP ∗ is almost surely unique and can be iteratively
computed by [8, Algorithm 4].

What Proposition 1 asserts is that with P-CSI the optimal
access policy perh consists of the user with smallest cost
ϕi(h) accessing the channel while the others remaining silent.

IV. QUANTIZATION AND RESOURCEALLOCATION WITH

FINITE-RATE FEEDBACK

With finite-rate feedback from the access point, particularly
in frequency division duplex (FDD) systems, users can only
adopt a finite number of resource allocation vectors determined
by the Q-CSI of each realizationh. For all k ∈ [1,K] and
l ∈ [1,Mk], let Qk,l denote the quantization region such that
whenh ∈ Qk,l, thekth user’slth AMC mode is adopted if user
k is selected for transmission. Corresponding toQk,l, an AMC
mode can be represented by a rate-power pair(ρk,l, πk,l),
whereπk,l is the transmit-power for userk to support rateρk,l

whenh ∈ Qk,l. Notice that for P-CSI, we represent an AMC
mode with a(ρk,l, pk,l) pair where userk varies itstransmit
power for itslth AMC mode to achieve a fixedreceivepower
pk,l satisfying the instantaneous BER. However, with Q-CSI,
userk is only allowed to use a fixedtransmitpowerπk,l for
its lth mode. Whilepk,l can be determined by the prescribed
BER requirement, we need to optimizeπk,l in our finite-rate
feedback setup.

In this setup, the optimization variables consist of quanti-
zation regionsQ := {{Qk,l}Mk

l=1}K
k=1, transmit powersπ :=

{{πk,l}Mk

l=1}K
k=1 and the time allocation policyτ (·). Note that

by the definition ofQk,l, the rate allocation is absorbed in
the quantization design. Letεk,l(γ) denote the BER for a
given SNRγ for the kth user’slth AMC mode. For practical

modulation-coding schemes with e.g.,M -QAM constellations
and error-control codes,εk,l(γ) is decreasing and convex [1],
[14]. With ε̄ := [ε̄1, . . . , ε̄K ]T collecting the prescribed BER
requirements, we let̃F denote the set of all possible quanti-
zation and resource allocation vectors satisfying the rate and
BER constraints; i.e., with

∑K
k=1 τk(h) ≤ 1, ∀h, we have

∀k ∈ [1,K],
Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥ R̄k; (11)

∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)
∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)
≤ ε̄k. (12)

where the left-hand side of (12) is the BER averaged over all
different regions and rates [12]. Similar to (3), we define the
power region as

P(r̄, ε̄) =
⋃

(Q,π,τ (·))∈F̃
PTD(Q, π, τ (·)), (13)

where

PTD(Q, π, τ (·)) =

{
p̄ : ∀k, P̄k ≥

Mk∑

l=1

πk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

}
.

(14)
Note that for a fixed quantizer, the power region in (13) may
not be convex.

With weights µ, the energy-efficient quantization and re-
source allocation problem is

min
p̄

µT p̄, s.t. p̄ ∈ P(r̄, ε̄). (15)

Using the previous definitions, this problem is equivalent to




minQ,π,τ (·)
∑K

k=1 µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

s.t. ∀h,
∑K

k=1 τk(h) ≤ 1;
∀k,

∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥ R̄k;∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)
∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)
≤ ε̄k.

(16)
As the term

∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) appears in both rate
and BER constraints, we can enhance the BER constraint
using the rate constraint as a lower bound. This simplifies
the problem to





minQ,π,τ (·)
∑K

k=1 µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

s.t. ∀h,
∑K

k=1 τk(h) ≤ 1;
∀k,

∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥ R̄k;∑Mk

l=1
ρk,l

R̄k

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h) ≤ ε̄k.
(17)

If all rate requirements are met with equality in the optimal
solution to (16), solving (17) yields the same optimal solution.
However, if some rate requirements are over-satisfied in the
optimum of (16), the solution of (17) will upperbound that
of (16) since we impose stricter BER constraints. Moreover,
whenP(r̄, ε̄) is not convex, we may not be able to determine
all the boundary points (and thus the whole power region)
by solving (15) for all µ ≥ 0. However, we will still
presumingly use the solutions of (17) for allµ ≥ 0 as the
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“boundary points” to approximately characterize the power
regionP(r̄, ε̄). Clearly, the resultant power region will be a
conservative approximation contained inP(r̄, ε̄).

The problem (17) is still complicated and not convex. To
solve it, we divide it into three separate sub-problems and
then solve each of them in an optimal way; i.e., we resort to a
coordinate descent [16] approach to come up with an iterative
algorithm which assembles the different sub-solutions to solve
the main problem. Notice that this is a well appreciated
strategy in the field of quantization theory, and a good example
is the Lloyd algorithm [18]. To optimally quantize a real-vector
with a fixed number of bits, Lloyd’s algorithm iterates between
the following two steps: i) given the codewords, find the
optimal regions; and ii) given the regions, update the optimal
codewords.

A. Initialization

We first use the resource allocation policies of Section III to
initialize our coordinate descent method. Given AMC modes
and P-CSI, Proposition 1 yields the energy-efficient rate and
time allocation policiesr∗(·) and τ ∗(·) via greedy water-
filling. With the associated Lagrange multiplier vectorλP∗,
we can derive the quantization regionsQ∗ corresponding to
the rate allocationr∗(·):
Lemma 1: With rate allocationr∗(·), the optimal regionQ∗k,l

for userk ∈ [1,K] is given by

Q∗k,l =
{
h : hk ∈ [q∗k,l, q

∗
k,l+1)

}
, (18)

whereq∗k,l = µkγk,l/λP∗
k for l ∈ [1, Mk] and q∗k,Mk+1 = ∞.

Proof: Since user selection is determined by the time
allocation, regionQ∗k,l must be specified only when thelth
AMC mode is employed by userk. From r∗(·), user k
selects mode indexl∗k := max {l : µkγk,l/hk ≤ λP∗

k },
∀h. By the convexity ofΥk(rk(h)), this implies that when
µkγk,l/λP∗

k ≤ hk < µkγk,l+1/λP∗
k , the lth mode is picked,

and thus (18) follows. ¤
With the allocation of time slots specified byτ ∗(·) and

quantization regions byQ∗ provided by Proposition 1 and
Lemma 1, we are ready to optimize over the transmit powers
π.

B. Optimal Transmit-Powers

It is clear from (17) that the rate constraints affect toτ (·)
andQ. Sincer∗(·) andτ ∗(·) in Proposition 1 satisfy the rate
constraints, so do the equivalentQ∗ andτ ∗(·). Moreover, in
each step of our coordinate descent algorithm, we will descend
the global objective within the feasible set. This guarantees
that we can always start with a pair ofQ and τ (·) already
satisfying rate constraints to find the optimalπ. Now given
theseQ andτ (·), finding the optimalπ is to solve
{

minπ

∑K
k=1 µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

s.t. ∀k,
∑Mk

l=1
ρk,l

R̄k

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h) ≤ ε̄k.
(19)

Let us defineAk,l :=
∫

Qk,l
τk(h)dF (h). To prevent the trivial

solution, we assume that allAk,l 6= 0. If some Ak,l are
zero, we can just remove the corresponding AMC modes

from consideration and reformulate (19) using a compactQ
containing AMC modes with non-zero measures. Since the
functions εk,l(x) are convex, (19) is a convex optimization
problem. Its solution can be analytically obtained as follows.
Proposition 2: Given a positiveνπ∗ := [νπ∗

1 , . . . , νπ∗
K ]T , and

with ε′k,l(γ) denoting the first derivative ofεk,l(γ), the optimal
π∗k,l is the unique value such thatπ∗k,l = 0 or

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)hkε′k,l(hkπ∗k,l)dF (h) = −µkR̄kAk,l

ρk,lνπ∗
k

. (20)

And∀k ∈ [1,K], each Lagrange multiplierνπ∗
k is determined

by satisfying the BER constraint

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπ∗k,l)dF (h)/R̄k = ε̄k. (21)

Proof: Since (19) is a convex optimization problem, strong
duality holds and the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
are sufficient and necessary for the optimality [17]. With
implicit constraintsπk,l ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ [1,K], l ∈ [1, Mk], the
KKT conditions are

µkAk,l +νπ∗
k

ρk,l

R̄k

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)hkε′k,l(hkπ∗k,l)dF (h)−απ∗
k,l = 0;

(22)
whereαπ∗

k,l ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to
the constraintπk,l ≥ 0, andνπ∗

k ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier
for the BER constraint. We next show thatνπ∗

k 6= 0, ∀k.
Supposing that a certainνπ∗

k = 0, we find [c.f. (22)]

µkAk,l = απ∗
k,l, l ∈ [1,Mk]. (23)

Since∀l, Ak,l > 0, we have that∀l, απ∗
k,l > 0. By comple-

mentary slackness [17] betweenαπ∗
k,l and constraintπ∗k,l ≥ 0,

this implies thatπ∗k,l = 0, ∀l. But then the BER for userk
becomes0.5 (we exclude the trivial case whereε̄k ≥ 0.5). This
contradiction implies that∀k, we haveνπ∗

k > 0. Also by the
complementary slackness, we have from (22) thatπ∗k,l = 0,
or whenπ∗k,l > 0 (thusαπ∗

k,l = 0),

µkAk,l+νπ∗
k

ρk,l

R̄k

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)hkε′k,l(hkπ∗k,l)dF (h) = 0; (24)

which readily leads to (20). Sinceνπ∗
k > 0, ∀k, the comple-

mentary slackness conditions imply that the BER constraints
are achieved with equality as in (21). ¤

Notice that given τk(h), users are decoupled. Solv-
ing (19) is equivalent to solvingK small problems;
i.e., ∀k, min µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) subject to∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)/R̄k ≤ ε̄k. Given νπ∗
k

and monotonically decreasingεk,l(γ), the solution to (20) is
unique forπ∗k,l > 0 and we can use a one-dimensional, e.g., bi-
sectional, search to obtain thisπ∗k,l. Then we can use another
one-dimensional search to solve forνπ∗

k from (21). And the
optimal transmit-powersπ∗ are in turn obtained.
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C. Optimal Quantization Regions

Given π andτ (·), users are decoupled as in Proposition 2.
To find the optimalQ (fading regions), we need to solve∀k,





min{Qk,l}Mk
k=1

µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

s.t.
∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥ R̄k;∑Mk

l=1
ρk,l

R̄k

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h) ≤ ε̄k.
(25)

Proposition 3: Given non-negativeλq∗
k and νq∗

k , we define
ψk,l(hk) := µkπk,l − λq∗

k ρk,l + νq∗
k ρk,lεk,l(πk,lq)/R̄k for

l ∈ [1,Mk] andψk,0(hk) = 0. Then we can obtain the optimal
Q∗k,l as: ∀l ∈ [1,Mk],

Q∗k,l = {h : ψk,l(hk) ≤ ψk,j(hk); ∀j 6= l, j ∈ [0,Mk]} .
(26)

Moreover, λq∗
k and νq∗

k are determined by satisfying the
conditions

λq∗
k = 0 or

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Q∗k,l

τk(h)dF (h) = R̄k; (27)

νq∗
k = 0 or

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

R̄k

∫

Q∗k,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h) = ε̄k. (28)

Proof: Similar to the constrained vector quantization in [19]
and [20], by using Lagrange multipliersλq∗

k andνq∗
k , we can

define a distortion measure

d(h, Qk,l) := µkπk,lτk(h)− λq∗
k ρk,lτk(h)

+νq∗
k ρk,lεk,l(πk,lq)τk(h)/R̄k. (29)

Then the optimalQ∗
k,l solving (25) should minimize the

overall average distortion measure

Eh [d(h, Qk,l)] =
Mk∑

l=1

πk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

−λq∗
k

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

+νq∗
k

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

R̄k

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h). (30)

This in turn implies thatQ∗
k,l can be determined by the

nearest-neighbor rule[19], [20]; i.e.,

h ∈ Qk,l, iff d(h, Qk,l) ≤ d(h, Qk,j), ∀j 6= l, j ∈ [0, Mk].
(31)

Since τk(h) ≥ 0, we can readily derive (26). And (27) and
(28) directly come from the complementary slackness of the
KKT conditions [17]. ¤

Note that we can also define a regionQ∗
k,0 as the set

complement of
⋃

l∈[1,Mk] Q
∗
k,l. Whenh ∈ Q∗k,0, userk will

surely defer. To obtain the optimalQ∗
k,l, we need to find

λq∗
k and νq∗

k . Since (25) is not a convex problem, we resort
to a two-dimensional search. We can start the search in an
exhaustive manner. However, once we have a pair ofλq∗

k

and νq∗
k satisfying (27) and (28), we stop the search and

return these values. After obtainingλq∗ := [λq∗
1 , . . . , λq∗

K ]T

andνq∗ := [νq∗
1 , . . . , νq∗

K ]T with K two-dimensional searches,

we in turn determineQ∗. Interestingly, for all the simulations
in Sec. VI the optimal quantization regions{Q∗k,l}Mk

l=1, ∀k,
turn out to be a set of non-overlapping consecutive intervals
of hk; i.e.,{Q∗

k,l}Mk

l=1 can be determined by a set of thresholds
{q∗k,l}Mk

l=1 as in (18).

D. Optimal Time Allocation

With Q and π given, finding the optimal time allocation
policy is to solve





minτ (·)
∑K

k=1 µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

s.t. ∀h,
∑K

k=1 τk(h) ≤ 1;
∀k,

∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥ R̄k;∑Mk

l=1
ρk,l

R̄k

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h) ≤ ε̄k.
(32)

Similar to Proposition 1, we can also obtain the optimalτ ∗(·)
via a greedy approach.
Proposition 4: Given λτ∗ := [λτ∗

1 , . . . , λτ∗
K ]T ≥ 0 and

ντ∗ := [ντ∗
1 , . . . , ντ∗

K ]T ≥ 0, for each fading stateh, let
lk(h) denote the mode index for userk such that h ∈
Qk,lk(h), and defineϕ̃k(h) := µkπk,lk(h) − λτ∗

k ρk,lk(h) +
ντ∗

k ρk,lk(h)εk,lk(h)

(
hkπk,lk(h)

)
/R̄k. Then the optimal solu-

tion τ ∗(·) to (32) can be obtained as follows:

1) If ∀k ∈ [1,K], ϕ̃k(h) ≥ 0, then∀k, τ∗k (h) = 0.
2) If {ϕ̃k(h)}K

k=1 have a single minimum̃ϕi(h) < 0, then
τ∗i (h) = 1 and ∀k 6= i, k ∈ [1,K], τ∗k (h) = 0.

3) If {ϕ̃k(h)}K
k=1 have multiple minima

{
ϕ̃ij (h)

}J

j=1
< 0,

then τ∗ij
(h) = τ∗j with arbitrary

∑J
j=1 τ∗j = 1, and

∀k 6= ij , k ∈ [1,K], τ∗k (h) = 0.

Moreover, λτ∗ and ντ∗ should satisfy the complementary
slackness conditions∀k ∈ [1,K],

λτ∗
k = 0 or

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τ∗k (h)dF (h) = R̄k;

ντ∗
k = 0 or

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

R̄k

∫

Qk,l

τ∗k (h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h) = ε̄k.

Proof: See Appendix. ¤
As with P-CSI, Proposition 4 asserts that our optimal time

allocation strategies are “greedy”. Functioñϕk(h) can be
viewed as a channel quality indicator (the smaller the better)
for userk. Then for each time block, we should only allow
the user with the “best” channel to transmit. When there are
multiple users with “best” channels, arbitrary time division
among them suffices. Sincẽϕk(h) containsλτ∗

k andντ∗
k , this

implies that the user having smallestϕ̃k(h) actually has the
rate and BER constraints controlled “best” channel. For cases
where ϕ̃k(h) ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ [1,K], we should let all users to
defer. Imagine that there is a fictitious user which has no
rate and BER requirements and always keeps silent. Then
∀h, its channel quality indicator is zero. If̃ϕk(h) ≥ 0 ∀k ∈
[1,K], picking this fictitious user is clearly most efficient. This
implies that in these cases no user should transmit. Notice that
in Proposition 1, the caseϕk(h) > 0 never occurs, since it is
easy to show thatϕk(h) = 0 when hk = 0 and ϕk(h) is a
decreasing function ofhk.
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g(λτ ,ντ ) =
K∑

k=1

µk

Mk∑

l=1

πk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(λτ ,ντ ,h)dF (h)

−
K∑

k=1

λτ
k

(
Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(λτ , ντ ,h)dF (h)− R̄k

)

+
K∑

k=1

ντ
k

(
Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(λτ , ντ ,h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)/R̄k − ε̄k

)
; (33)

To obtain the optimalτ ∗(·), we need to findλτ∗ and
ντ∗. Instead of a2K-dimensional exhaustive search, we
accomplish this by a sub-gradient ascend algorithm. First, it
follows readily that the Lagrange dual functiong(λτ , ντ ) for
(32) is given by (33), where for a given(λτ , ντ ), the time
allocationτk(λτ ,ντ ,h) is provided by Proposition 4 (without
considering the rate and BER constraints). The dual of (32) is

max
λτ ,ντ

g(λτ , ντ ), s.t. λτ ≥ 0, ντ ≥ 0. (34)

Since (32) is a convex problem, the duality gap is zero; and
thus (λτ∗,ντ∗) = arg maxλτ≥0,ντ≥0 g(λτ ,ντ ). Therefore,
we can obtain(λτ∗, ντ∗) via the following sub-gradient
projection algorithm. Note that the dual functiong(λτ ,ντ )
is concave since it is the point-wise infimum of a family of
affine functions of(λτ , ντ ), and thus the convergence of our
sub-gradient projection algorithm is guaranteed [17].

Algorithm 1: T0) initialization: Generate an arbitrary
non-negative vector(λτ (0),ντ (0)). Select tolerance
ε > 0, calculateg(λτ (0), ντ (0)) and let the iteration
index t = 1.

T1) ∀k ∈ [1,K], numerically evaluate the partial
derivatives∆λτ

k := ∂g(λτ ,ντ )
∂λτ

k
and ∆ντ

k :=
∂g(λτ ,ντ )

∂ντ
k

at (λτ (t − 1), ντ (t − 1)). Choose
a step sizeδ by line search and then update
λτ

k(t) = [λτ
k(t− 1) + δ∆λτ

k]+ and ντ
k (t) =

[ντ
k (t− 1) + δ∆ντ

k ]+.
T2) Stopping criterion: Calculate the objective

g(λτ (t), ντ (t)) using (λτ (t), ντ (t)). If

g(λτ (t),ντ (t))− g(λτ (t− 1),ντ (t− 1))
g(λτ (t), ντ (t))

< ε,

return (λτ (t), ντ (t)) and stop. Otherwise, in-
creaset by 1 and go toT1).

Onceλτ∗ andντ∗ are calculated, the time allocation policy
in Proposition 4 is in turn determined. Although we rely on Q-
CSI, Proposition 4 employs continuous values of the channel
realizations to find the optimal time allocation. This is not
a contradiction because time allocation is carried out at the
receiver where P-CSI is available. We will show in the sequel
(Proposition 5) that the transmitters need only Q-CSI.

E. Joint Quantization and Resource Allocation Algorithm

For the global objective

J :=
K∑

k=1

µk

Mk∑

l=1

πk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h),

we propose based on Propositions 1-4 the following joint
quantization and resource allocation (JQRA) algorithm:

Algorithm 2: J0) initialization: Produce initial time
allocation τ (0)(·) and quantization regionsQ(0)

from Proposition 1 and Lemma 1. Select tolerance
ε > 0, initialize objective atJ (0) = ∞ and set the
iteration indext = 1.

J1) τ (t−1)(·),Q(t−1) → π(t): Givenτ (t−1)(·) and
Q(t−1), obtainπ(t) from Proposition 2.

J2) π(t), τ (t−1)(·) → Q(t): Given π(t) and
τ (t−1)(·), obtainQ(t) from Proposition 3.

J3) Q(t), π(t) → τ (t)(·): GivenQ(t) andπ(t), ob-
tain τ (t)(·) from Proposition 4 with Algorithm
1.

J4) Stopping criterion:Calculate the objectiveJ (t)

using Q(t), π(t) and τ (t)(·). If (J (t−1) −
J (t))/J (t) < ε, return the current quantization
and resource allocation and stop. Otherwise,
increaset by 1 and go toJ1).

Since the global objectiveJ is decreasing in each step,
it is easy to see that ast → ∞, the JQRA algorithm
converges. As we mentioned at the beginning of this section,
this algorithm follows the coordinate descent principle [16]
and the quantization design is also reminiscent of the well-
known Lloyd algorithm [18].

F. Optimal Feedback Bits

JQRA provides a quantizer design which is computed off-
line and there is no need to execute it again if the statistics
of the channel and the quality-of-service requirements of the
users do not change. Once the quantization and resource
allocation strategy is solved by JQRA, the access point quan-
tizes each fading state and feeds back the user-AMC-mode
selections per time block. Then users defer or transmit with
the indicated AMC modes.
Proposition 5: Given the quantizer design and user selection
policy represented byQ∗, π∗, λτ∗ and ντ∗ in JQRA,∀h,
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the access point sends to the users the codewordc∗(h) =
[k∗(h); l∗(h)] which encodes the optimal resource allocation
for the current fading state, so that:

1) k∗(h) = arg
k

min{ϕ̃k(h,Q∗, π∗, λτ∗, ντ∗)}K
k=1

(pick any k∗ when multiple minima occur), where
ϕ̃k(h,Q∗, π∗, λτ∗,ντ∗) := µkπ∗k,lk(h) − λτ∗

k ρk,lk(h) +

ντ∗
k ρk,lk(h)εk,lk(h)

(
hkπ∗k,lk(h)

)
/R̄k.

2) l∗(h) = { l; s.t. h ∈ Qk∗(h),l, l = 1, . . . , Mk}.
When the users receive the broadcasted codewordc∗(h) =

[k∗(h); l∗(h)], the optimal multiple access to the channel
consists of thek∗th user transmitting itsl∗th mode using power
π∗k∗(h),l∗(h) while the rest of the users remaining inactive.

Proof: This is a direct consequence of the optimal time
allocation in Proposition 4 and the definitions ofQ∗ andπ∗.
¤

Proposition 5 implies the optimal resource allocation policy
can be obtained by letting only one user to transmit per fading
state. In other words, over all possible strategies, the optimal
solution only allows to activate one AMC mode of one user
per block. Therefore, we only needdlog2(

∑K
k=1 Mk + 1)e

feedback bits to index
∑K

k=1 Mk different user-AMC-mode
combinations and the case of all users deferring. For illus-
tration, consider a system where 85-170 users are present,
each supporting six different AMC modes, as in IEEE 802.16
systems [15]. To implement the derived resource allocation,
in this case the access point only needs to feed back 9-10 bits
per fading state. This is certainly affordable by most practical
systems.

G. Users with Independent Fading Processes

Since the optimal{τk(h)}K
k=1 is not available analytically,

in general multi-dimensional integrals are involved in solving
(19), (25) and (32). To gain more insight, let us look at a spe-
cial case where the channels{hk}K

k=1 are independent. Since
the value ofϕ̃k(h) defined in Proposition 4 is only determined
by the value ofhk, we henceforth interchangeably useϕ̃k(h)
and ϕ̃k(hk). Let qmin

i,l and qmax
i,l denote the maximum and

minimum values forhi ∈ Qi,l. Sinceϕ̃i(hi) is monotonically
decreasing forhi ∈ Qi,l, we define

s
(l)
i,k(hk) =





qmin
i,l , ϕ̃i(qmin

i,l ) ≤ ϕ̃k(hk),
qmax
i,l , ϕ̃i(qmax

i,l ) ≥ ϕ̃k(hk),
s, ϕ̃i(s) = ϕ̃k(hk), qi,l < s < qi,l+1,

(35)
If Fk(·) stands for the cdf of userk’s fading channel, we can
establish that:
Lemma 2: If the fading processes of users are independent
and h−k := [h1, . . . , hk−1, hk+1, . . . , hK ]T , then we have

∫

h−k

τk(h)dF (h) = I{ϕ̃k(hk)<0} ×
∏

i6=k

[
Pr(Qi,0)+

Mi∑

l=1

Pr(Qi,l) Pr
(

hi < s
(l)
i,k(hk)

∣∣∣ Qi,l

)]
dFk(hk);(36)

wherePr(Qi,l) denote the probability measure of regionQi,l

and Pr
(

hi < s
(l)
i,k(hk)

∣∣∣ Qi,l

)
denote the probability of the

eventhi < s
(l)
i,k(hk) whenhi ∈ Qi,l.

Proof: Since εk,l(x) is decreasing, it is clear that̃ϕk(hk)
decreases ashk ∈ Qk,l increases; hence, forhi < s

(l)
i,k(hk), we

haveϕ̃i(hi) > ϕ̃k(hk). With continuous fading distributions,
in our optimal time allocation,τk(h) = 1 when ϕ̃k(hk) < 0
and ∀i 6= k, ϕ̃i(hi) > ϕ̃k(hk); otherwise, τk(h) = 0.
Together with the factdF (h) =

∏
k dFk(hk) when{hk}K

k=1

are independent, we have
∫

h−k

τk(h)dF (h) =
∫

h−k

I{ϕ̃k(h)<0 & ∀i,ϕ̃i(h)>ϕ̃k(h)}dF (h)

= I{ϕ̃k(hk)<0}


∏

i 6=k

∫

hi

I{ϕ̃i(hi)>ϕ̃k(hk)}dFi(hi)


 dFk(hk)

= I{ϕ̃k(hk)<0}
∏

i 6=k

[
Pr(Qi,0)+

Mi∑

l=1

Pr(Qi,l) Pr
(

hi < s
(l)
i,k(hk)

∣∣∣ Qi,l

)]
dFk(hk).

¤
Define

fk(hk) := I{ϕ̃k(hk)<0}
∏

i6=k

[
Pr(Qi,0)+

Mi∑

l=1

Pr(Qi,l) Pr
(

hi < s
(l)
i,k(hk)

∣∣∣ Qi,l

)]
.

Then using Lemma 2, we can solve the optimal transmit-
powersπ(t) from givenτ (t−1)(·) andQ(t−1) as follows [c.f.
Proposition 2].
Corollary 1: If the fading processes of users are independent,
given the positiveνπ∗, the optimalπ∗k,l is the unique value
for which π∗k,l = 0 or

∫

hk∈Qk,l

fk(hk)hkε′k,l(hkπ∗k,l)dFk(hk) = −µkR̄kAk,l

ρkl
νπ∗

k

.

(37)
And ∀k ∈ [1,K], νπ∗

k is determined by satisfying the BER
constraint

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

hk∈Qk,l

fk(hk)εk,l(hkπ∗k,l)dFk(hk)/R̄k = ε̄k. (38)

Corollary 1 shows that to carry out the stepJ1) in the JQRA
algorithm, we only need one-dimensional integrals to solve
for π(t). Similar to Corollary 1, we can also derive the
counterparts of Propositions 3 and 4 for independently fading
channels. In this case, stepsJ2) and J3) in the JQRA algo-
rithm only require numerical calculations of one-dimensional
integrals1.

1For the initialization step, the derivation is slightly different but even more
compact. It was established in [8, Corollary 2] that, lettingsi,k(hk) denote
the solution toϕi(hi) − ϕk(hk) = 0, i.e., ϕi(si,k(hk)) = ϕk(hk), then∫
h−k

τk(h)dF (h) =
∏

i6=k Fi(si,k(hk)) dFk(hk) sinceϕk(hk) defined
in Proposition 1 is decreasing function ofhk.
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V. SIMPLIFIED JQRA ALGORITHM

In the previous section we solved (16) by an iterative algo-
rithm and specified the resulting resource allocation policies
as in Proposition 5. Although JQRA yields optimal quan-
tization and time-power allocation based on Q-CSI, certain
applications could benefit from a less complex algorithm. This
motivates the simplified JQRA (S-JQRA) algorithm we derive
in this section.

Recall that with P-CSI, each user can adapt its transmit-
power to instantaneously achieve the required BER level.
However, this is not feasible with Q-CSI since the transmit-
power per quantization region per user is fixed. Nevertheless,
we can mimic this strategy to simplify (16) as follows.
Given the quantization regions and time allocation policy, we
uniquely determine the transmit-power for each quantization
region so that each user’s average BER per region attains the
BER target. Clearly, this is a suboptimal approach since we
do not optimize transmit-powers once the quantization regions
and time allocation policy are given. However, it simplifies the
process because: i) BER constraints do not explicitly appear;
and ii) the number of optimization variables is reduced to
two subsets of quantization regions and the time allocation
policy. With this simplification, the optimization problem to
solve becomes





minQ,τ (·)
∑K

k=1 µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

s.t. ∀h,
∑K

k=1 τk(h) ≤ 1;
∀k,

∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥ R̄k.

(39)

where πk,l is uniquely determined by the equation
fε(πk,l, τk(h), Qk,l) = 0, and

fε(πk,l, τk(h), Qk,l)

:=

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)
− ε̄k. (40)

It is easy to check that with so-determined transmit-powers,
the average BER constraints are satisfied. Similar to the
JQRA algorithm, now we can divide the optimization process
into two sub-problems and resort to a coordinate descent
approach: i) given the time allocation, we calculate the optimal
quantization regions; and ii) with the new quantization regions,
we update the optimal time allocation policy.

To optimize the quantization regions, we need to solve∀k,
{

min{Qk,l}Mk
k=1

µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

s.t.
∑Mk

l=1 ρk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥ R̄k.
(41)

The counterpart of Proposition 3 is now as follows:
Proposition 6: Given a positiveλs∗

k , we defineψ̃k,l(hk) :=
µkπk,l − λs∗

k ρk,l for l ∈ [1,Mk] and ψ̃k,0(hk) = 0. Then
∀l ∈ [1,Mk], we can obtain the optimalQ∗

k,l as:

Q∗k,l =
{
h : ψ̃k,l(hk) ≤ ψ̃k,j(hk); ∀j 6= l, j ∈ [0,Mk]

}
.

(42)
Moreover,λs∗

k is determined by satisfying the rate condition

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Q∗k,l

τk(h)dF (h) = R̄k. (43)

Proof: We can mimic the proof of Proposition 3 to derive
(42). We next show that the optimal solution achieves the
required rate with equality as in (43). To see this, suppose
we have obtained a set of quantization regions over-satisfying
the rate requirement for userk. Then we can simply reduce
one region; e.g., the region for the lowest-rate AMC mode,
such that the achieved average rate is reduced but still satisfies
the requirement. It is easy to see that the new regions are
certainly better than the previous ones since the average power
for the lowest-rate AMC mode, and thus the total average
power, decreases. Therefore, (43) must hold and this implies
that λs∗

k > 0 by the complementary slackness conditions.¤
To obtainQ∗, we only needλs∗ := [λs∗

1 , . . . , λs∗
K ]T , which

can be simply calculated byK one-dimensional searches.
Once we have updated quantization regions, the next step
is to update the time allocation policyτ(h). And this can
be accomplished with Proposition 4 and Algorithm 1. With
denotingJ the global objective and using Propositions 1, 4
and 5, we propose the following S-JQRA algorithm:

Algorithm 3: S0) initialization: Produce initial time
allocation τ (0)(·) and quantization regionsQ(0)

from Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, and thenπ(0)

using (40). Select toleranceε > 0, initial objective
J (0) = ∞ and let the iteration indext = 1.

S1) τ (t−1)(·),π(t−1) → Q(t), π(t): Given
τ (t−1)(·) and π(t−1), obtain Q(t) from
Proposition 6, andπ(t) as a function ofτ (t−1)

andQ(t) using (40).
S2) Q(t), π(t) → τ (t)(·): GivenQ(t) andπ(t), ob-

tain τ (t)(·) from Proposition 4 and Algorithm
1.

S3) Stopping criterion:Calculate the objectiveJ (t)

using Q(t), π(t) and τ (t)(·). If |J (t−1) −
J (t)|/J (t) < ε; return the current quantization
and resource allocation and stop. Otherwise,
increaset by 1 and go toS1).

Since the global objectiveJ is decreasing in each step of the
iterations, ast →∞, the S-JQRA algorithm converges. Once
the S-JQRA algorithm is run, the instantaneous allocation
policy and feedback information specified in Proposition 5
still apply.

Although S-JQRA is sub-optimal, it has less computational
complexity than JQRA. InS1) of S-JQRA, we useK one-
dimensional searches to obtainQ(t) and then compute the
correspondingπ(t). This computation is much less than that
for J2) of JQRA, whereK two-dimensional searches are used
to obtainQ(t). While S2) of S-JQRA is exactly the same as
J3) of JQRA, in each iteration S-JQRA saves the computation
load for J1) of JQRA. Moreover, with two steps per iteration,
S-JQRA could converge considerably faster than the three-
step JQRA. Therefore, compared to JQRA, S-JQRA largely
reduces the overall computation load.
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VI. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical results of our joint
quantization and resource allocation for a two-user Rayleigh
flat-fading TDMA channel. The available system bandwidth
is B = 100 KHz, and the AWGN has two-sided power
spectral densityN0 Watts/Hz. Fading coefficientshk, k = 1, 2,
have meanh̄k and are assumed independent. The average
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for userk is γ̄k = h̄k/(N0B).
Unless otherwise specified, we assume that each user supports
threeM -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) modes:
2-QAM, 8-QAM and 32-QAM; i.e., the transmission rates
of AMC modes are:ρk,l = 1, 3, 5 bits/symbol. The
corresponding BER can be approximated as [14]

εk,l(γ) = 0.2e
− γ

2
ρk,l−1 . (44)

In all simulations, we assume the BER constraints are given
by ε̄1 = ε̄2 = 10−3.

Supposing P-CSI at transmitters (P-CSIT) or Q-CSIT and
γ̄k = 0 dB, k = 1, 2, we test the P-CSIT based resource
allocation [8] and our Q-CSIT based JQRA and S-JQRA
algorithms. For comparison, we also test a heuristic Q-CSIT
based approach, where each user is assigned equal time
fraction and transmits with equal power for all its AMC
modes per block. With a fixed transmit-power, the access point
selects for each user an AMC mode so that the instantaneous
BER is less than or equal to the required level. Clearly,
this quantization is a conservative one; i.e., except for the
boundaries of the quantization regions, the BER requirement
is always over-satisfied. With such a quantization, each user’s
transmit-power is then selected to ensure that its rate constraint
is satisfied. Notice that due to its simplicity, the quantization in
this heuristic scheme is actually widely employed in practical
systems with adaptive transmissions; e.g., the CDMA2000
1xEVDO and WCDMA HSDPA. We first consider individual
rate constraints:̄R1 = 100 kbps and R̄2 = 100 kbps. With
different power weights, Fig. 1 shows the weighted total power
consumptions for these four approaches; while Fig. 2 depicts
the performance loss of the three different Q-CSIT based
approaches with respect to the P-CSIT solution to gauge the
price paid for finite-rate feedback. We observe that: i) both
JQRA and S-JQRA clearly outperform the heuristic Q-CSIT
approach (yielding around 6 dB savings); and ii) the gap
between JQRA and P-CSIT solution is very small. Since the
P-CSIT solution lower bounds all Q-CSIT based approaches,
this indicates that our coordinate descend algorithms are near-
optimal.

The power region with P-CSIT has been derived in [8]. As
stated in Section IV, we can use the solutions of (17) for all
µ ≥ 0 as the “boundary points” to approximately characterize
the power region with Q-CSIT. We test two different sets of
individual rate constraints: i)̄R1 = 100 kbps, R̄2 = 100
kbps, and ii) R̄1 = 100 kbps, R̄2 = 50 kbps. Fig. 3 depicts
the power regions of the Rayleigh fading TDMA channels
provided by the P-CSIT solution and the Q-CSIT based JQRA,
whereP̄1 andP̄2 represent the average transmit-power for the
first and second user, respectively. With identical individual
rate constraints, power regions are symmetric respect to the
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Fig. 1. Total power consumption for different resource allocation approaches
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10−3, R̄1 = R̄2 = 100 kbps, and γ̄1 = γ̄2 = 0 dB.
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bisector P̄1 = P̄2; while they are not symmetric forR2 =
R1/2. Clearly, the Q-CSIT regions are always contained in
the P-CSIT regions. Notice that the Q-CSIT regions in Fig. 3
are actually conservative estimates. Even though it is seen that
these Q-CSIT regions are very close to the P-CSIT regions.
This again confirms the energy efficiency of the proposed
JQRA algorithm. Numerical results describing the behavior
of our algorithm in different cases are summarized in Table
I. These show that the constraints are tightly satisfied and
corroborate that our Q-CSIT based iterative coordinate descent
algorithms achieve energy efficiency close to the optimal P-
CSIT based one.

To gain more insight, let us take a closer look at our
joint quantization and resource allocation solution whenR̄1 =
R̄2 = 100 kbps andµ1/µ2 = 2. Using JQRA, the power and
rate loadings are listed in Table II, whereas the quantization
regions and time allocation are depicted in Fig. 4, where
different shades are used to represent which user is selected
to access the channel. From Table II, we deduce that∀l1 > l2,
πk,l1 > πk,l2 . This indicates that for the simulated scenarios,
the water-filling principles still hold in the Q-CSIT based
optimal power loading, as in the P-CSIT case; i.e., when the
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TABLE I

JQRA PERFORMANCE FOR DIFFERENT TEST CASES(FOR CASESII AND IV THE RATE REQUIREMENT FOR USER2 IS 50 kbps).

Test Case User (k) µk γ̄k[dB] R̄k[kbps] ε̄k P̄k[dBw] P-CSIT P̄k[dBw]
I 1 1 0 99 10−3 8.75 8.21

2 1 0 100 10−3 8.80 8.21
II 1 1 0 100 10−3 8.13 7.75

2 1 0 50 10−3 4.15 3.80
III 1 1 3 100 10−3 6.60 6.03

2 1 0 100 10−3 8.58 8.03
IV 1 1 3 100 10−3 6.64 5.93

2 1 0 50 10−3 3.52 3.31
V 1 4/3 0 99 10−3 8.46 7.88

2 2/3 0 99 10−3 9.07 8.32
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Fig. 3. Power regions for P-CSIT and JQRA policies (ε̄1 = ε̄2 = 10−3,
γ̄1 = γ̄2 = 0 dB).

TABLE II

POWER (πk,l) AND RATE (ρk,l) LOADING PER QUANTIZATION STATE

(AMC MODE) RETURNED BY JQRA (µ1 = 2/3, µ2 = 1/3,

ε̄1 = ε̄2 = 10−3 , R̄1 = R̄2 = 100 kpbs, γ̄1 = γ̄2 = 0 dB).

User 1 User 2
Quantization Region Q1,1 Q1,2 Q1,3 Q2,1 Q2,2 Q2,3

Tx-power [dBw] 8.56 13.23 15.60 8.99 13.84 16.29
Rate[bits/sym] 1 3 5 1 3 5

channel is better, we use a higher rate with more transmit-
power. As shown in Fig. 4, simulation results reveal optimal
quantization regions{Q∗

k,l}3l=1, k = 1, 2, are non-overlapping
consecutive intervals which can be determined by a set of
thresholds{q∗k,l}, which are represented with bold lines. Fig. 4
reveals that the boundaries between different users’ allocation
follow the quantization threshold values. This implies that
a simple quantization-region based time allocation approach
may provide a good approximation to the optimal policy, and
motivates future research in developing simplified (or even
distributed) time-allocation approaches with Q-CSIT.

We have seen that with three AMC modes, the JQRA and
S-JQRA algorithms provide energy efficiency close to the
optimal P-CSIT solution. To achieve this, we needdlog2(3 +
3+1)e = 3 bits for the Q-CSI per time block [c.f. Proposition
5]. We next show how the number of feedback bits affects
the performance of JQRA. When̄R1 = R̄2 = 100 kbps
and µ1/µ2 = 1, Table III shows the total power cost for the
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Fig. 4. Optimal time allocation policy and quantization regions obtained
by the JQRA algorithm, where user selections are indicated using different
shades and quantization thresholds are represented with bold lines (µ1 = 2/3,
µ2 = 1/3, ε̄1 = ε̄2 = 10−3, R̄1 = R̄2 = 100 kpbs, γ̄1 = γ̄2 = 0 dB).

TABLE III

AVERAGE WEIGHTED POWER FORJQRA WITH DIFFERENT NUMBER OF

FEEDBACK BITS (µ1 = µ2 = 1, ε̄1 = ε̄2 = 10−3 , R̄1 = R̄2 = 100 kpbs,

γ̄1 = γ̄2 = 0 dB).

Algorithm JQRA JQRA JQRA JQRA P-CSIT
# of bits 1 2 3 4 ∞

Average Power[dBw] 23.05 11.98 8.52 8.43 8.10

two-user Rayleigh flat-fading TDMA channel with different
number of feedback bits. When only one bit is available, the
feedback information only indicates user selection, and once
the user is picked, it transmits regardless ofh. It is shown
in Fig. 4 that for someh where channel is in deep fade,
we should let both users defer. Even though the region for
this case is small, much power (23.05dBw) is required to
compensate these “bad” channels. As the number of feedback
bits increases, the number of active AMC modes per user
increases. It is seen from Table III that surprisingly, even for
two feedback bits case where one user supports two modes
and the other supports only one mode, JQRA provides a power
cost not far away from the P-CSIT solution. This reveals that
the time allocation policy plays an important role in energy
efficiency. Numerical results also reveal that a few (2-4) AMC
modes per user, and thus a few feedback bits suffice to close
the gap between Q-CSIT and P-CSIT.

The convergence of JQRA and S-JQRA is illustrated in
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(µ1 = 2/3, µ2 = 1/3, ε̄1 = ε̄2 = 10−3, R̄1 = R̄2 = 100 kpbs, γ̄1 =
γ̄2 = 0 dB).

Fig. 5, where the average total weighted power evolves with
the inner iteration steps. We can see that JQRA converges
after a small number of iterations (around 24 inner steps or
8 outer iterations). The small variations through the curve
are due to the finite resolution in the numerical integrations
involved. Another interesting observation is that even the first
inner iteration step provides a good solution. Convergence of
S-JQRA is even faster but also rougher, partly due to the fact
that each iteration of S-JQRA entails only 2 inner iteration
steps. And the converged solution of S-JQRA is around 1dB
away from the JQRA solution. Fig. 5 clearly demonstrates the
fast convergence of our JQRA and S-JQRA algorithms.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

With finite-rate feedback from the access point, users can
only acquire Q-CSI and thus adopt a finite number of re-
source allocation configurations. Based on Q-CSI, we derived
two energy-efficient joint quantization and resource allocation
strategies for TDMA fading channels. The resulting JQRA
and S-JQRA algorithms decouple the complex optimization
task into three or two tractable minimization sub-problems.
We relied on coordinate descent principles to derive iterative
algorithms which assemble the different sub-solutions of the
decoupled sub-problems to solve the main problem. Numerical
results showed that with Q-CSIT only available, both JQRA
and S-JQRA algorithms achieve energy efficiency surprisingly
close to that obtained with P-CSIT, and yield large energy-
savings compared to a heuristic Q-CSIT approach. While
JQRA yields the optimal CSI quantizer and time-power al-
location, the suboptimal S-JQRA has reduced computational
complexity which can be attractive in practice.2

VIII. A PPENDIX: PROOF OFPROPOSITION4

Let us defineQk,0 ∀k ∈ [1, K] as the set complement of⋃
l∈[1,Mk] Qk,l, and setϕ̃k(h) to a large number whenh ∈
2The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing the official policies,
either expressed or implied, of the Army Research Laboratory or the U. S.
Government.

Qk,0 such that userk will not be selected. Then∀τ 6= τ ∗, we
have

K∑

k=1

[
λτ∗

k

(
Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)− R̄k

)

+ντ∗
k

(
ε̄k −

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

R̄k

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)

)]

(a)
=

K∑

k=1

λτ∗
k

(
Mk∑

l=0

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

−
Mk∑

l=0

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τ∗k (h)dF (h)

)

+
ντ∗

k

R̄k

(
Mk∑

l=0

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τ∗k (h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)

−
Mk∑

l=0

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)

)

=
K∑

k=1

Mk∑

l=0

∫

Qk,l

(τk(h)− τ∗k (h))×
(

λτ∗
k ρk,l − ντ∗

k

ρk,l

R̄k
εk,l(hkπk,l)

)
dF (h)

(b)
=

K∑

k=1

Mk∑

l=0

∫

Qk,l

(τk(h)− τ∗k (h))(µkπk,l − ϕ̃k(h))dF (h)

=
K∑

k=1

µk

Mk∑

l=1

πk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

−
K∑

k=1

µk

Mk∑

l=1

πk,l

∫

Qk,l

τ∗k (h)dF (h)

−
K∑

k=1

Mk∑

l=0

∫

Qk,l

(τk(h)− τ∗k (h))ϕ̃k(h)dF (h); (45)

where equality (a) is due to the complementary slackness
conditions for rate and BER constraints, and equality (b) is
due to the definition of̃ϕk(h). Let

C :=
K∑

k=1

Mk∑

l=0

∫

Qk,l

(τk(h)− τ∗k (h))ϕ̃k(h)dF (h)

=
∫

h

(
K∑

k=1

τk(h)ϕ̃k(h)−
K∑

k=1

τ∗k (h)ϕ̃k(h)

)
dF (h)

(46)

Since the definition of̃ϕk(h) already accounts for quantiza-
tion, (46) follows readily. Now∀h,

1) If ∀k ∈ [1,K], ϕ̃k(h) ≥ 0, then

K∑

k=1

τk(h)ϕ̃k(h)−
K∑

k=1

τ∗k (h)ϕ̃k(h)

=
K∑

k=1

τk(h)ϕ̃k(h) ≥ 0. (47)
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2) If functions {ϕ̃k(h)}K
k=1 have a single minimum

ϕ̃i(h) < 0, then

K∑

k=1

τk(h)ϕ̃k(h)−
K∑

k=1

τ∗k (h)ϕ̃k(h)

=
K∑

k=1

τk(h)ϕ̃k(h)− ϕ̃i(h)

≥
(

K∑

k=1

τk(h)− 1

)
ϕ̃i(h) ≥ 0. (48)

3) If functions {ϕ̃k(h)}K
k=1 have multiple minima{

ϕ̃ij
(h)

}J

j=1
< 0, then letting ϕ̃m denote this

minimum value, we have

K∑

k=1

τk(h)ϕ̃k(h)−
K∑

k=1

τ∗k (h)ϕ̃k(h)

=
K∑

k=1

τk(h)ϕ̃k(h)−
J∑

j=1

τ∗j ϕ̃m

≥
(

K∑

k=1

τk(h)− 1

)
ϕ̃m ≥ 0. (49)

Hence, we have
∑K

k=1 τk(h)ϕ̃k(h)−∑K
k=1 τ∗k (h)ϕ̃k(h) ≥ 0,

∀h, and thusC ≥ 0. Then from (45),

K∑

k=1

[
λτ∗

k

(
Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)− R̄k

)

+ντ∗
k

(
ε̄k −

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

R̄k

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)

)]

≤
K∑

k=1

µk

Mk∑

l=1

πk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h)

−
K∑

k=1

µk

Mk∑

l=1

πk,l

∫

Qk,l

τ∗k (h)dF (h). (50)

Therefore,∀τ 6= τ ∗, if τ satisfies the individual rate and
BER constraints

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥ R̄k,

Mk∑

l=1

ρk,l

∫

Qk,l

τk(h)εk,l(hkπk,l)dF (h)/R̄k ≤ ε̄k,

we have
∑K

k=1 µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τk(h)dF (h) ≥∑K
k=1 µk

∑Mk

l=1 πk,l

∫
Qk,l

τ∗k (h)dF (h), which implies the
optimality of τ ∗.
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